Introduction

Parental mental illness (PMI) can impact the lives of all members of a family. Being a parent can be both motivational as well as stressful, especially in the context of life stressors around family, work, and social supports. When parents living with mental illness do not have adequate supports, their illness can negatively affect family life. Challenges for children specifically related to PMI may include:

- A reduced capacity of parents with mental illness to meet the needs of their children (such as emotional availability, quality of engagement, monitoring and meeting material needs);¹²
- A more negative and confrontational family environment and poorer parent-child relationships;³⁻⁶
- The burden for children of having to care for an ill parent;⁷⁻⁸
- Children's concerns about the wellbeing of their parent or about potential family breakdown;⁹ and,
- Children's lack of understanding of PMI and how it can affect their parent. This can include confusion, self-blame, and anxieties about their own mental health and the possibility of “catching” mental illness like a cold.

Despite these challenges, there are interventions that help families with PMI. These most often focus on psychoeducation to enhance children's knowledge about PMI and strengthening children's resilience,¹³ or on educating parents about the impact of mental illness on families and improving their parenting skills.⁵ While there is evidence that many of these interventions can be helpful,²⁻⁵,¹³ they are usually aimed at parents or children, as opposed to whole families, and they don't directly address how family members talk with each other about PMI.

In this brief we will discuss the Think Family-Whole Family Programme, which differs from other interventions by putting a central focus on fostering effective communication within families. This can enhance families' understanding of PMI and how it affects behavior and relationships, help families jointly set goals for recovery, and enable more supportive interactions among family members.

The Think Family – Whole Family Programme and Family Communication

The Think Family – Whole Family Programme is a family-focused training and intervention programme for disciplines including health, education, social work and voluntary services to use with families living with PMI. It involves two days of training for professionals, which include activities to increase awareness about the impact of PMI, and training in the use of an eight-session intervention for working with the whole family. This intervention is based on key principles taken from behavioral family therapy, Beardslee's¹⁴ cognitive and...
psycho-educational tools, and Falkov's principles of joint collaborative working. It focuses on encouraging information-sharing and family meetings, fostering joint understandings of PMI, and whole-family goal setting. It is designed to be family-led, with the parent with the illness deciding who, other than dependent children, should participate in the intervention.

Evaluation of the Think Family-Whole Family Programme shows positive impacts on families’ relationships with one another and wellbeing associated with improved family communication. It also provides evidence of the challenges families face when communicating about PMI and the impact that poor communication and poor shared understanding of PMI can have on all family members.

Challenges for Families and Impact of Poor Communication

PMI is often considered a taboo subject within families, and parents living with mental illness may feel ashamed and feel a need to protect their children from their illness. It was common in our evaluation to hear the mistaken belief of parents that hiding PMI from children would prevent children from experiencing any potential negative consequences of PMI.

Our evaluation of the Think Family-Whole Family Programme revealed that the lack of communication about PMI in the family had a range of negative effects on family relationships and wellbeing:

- Parents, both those with and without illness, experienced heightened stress levels due to the pressure of attempting to hide PMI;
- Parents not recognizing the effect of PMI on children, which in turn discouraged parents' help-seeking;
- The nature, symptoms and impact of PMI not being well understood by all family members;
- Spouses of ill parents held negative stereotypes of mental illness, and failed to understand the ways it can affect their partner;
- Strained family relationships;
- Increased burdens of responsibility for family life falling on spouses or children, leading to resentment – with children particularly feeling their needs were not acknowledged;
- Family members misunderstanding one another’s behaviors;
- Children not being able to connect their parent's behavior or mood to an understanding of their illness, and blaming themselves for what they perceive as anger, withdrawal or rejection by their parent;
- Parents misinterpreting children's behavior, perceiving them acting out or holding negative feelings towards them and failing to recognise ways they may be attempting to offer support; and/or,
- Negative cycles of interaction within families, such as children resenting perceived withdrawal by parents, and parents then feeling rejected and unsupported by children.

Potential for Positive Interventions to Improve Family Communication

The Think Family-Whole Family Programme achieved positive results when implemented with families with PMI, and many of the negative impacts of PMI described above were greatly decreased. Families and the professionals who worked with them reported improved family relationships, an increase in supportive interactions, reductions in children's anxiety, increases in children's resilience, reduced tendencies for children to blame themselves for their parent's symptoms, improved self-concept in parents, reductions in perceived stigma, and increased help-seeking. Both professionals and family members consistently reported that it was the programme's emphasis on improving family communication, through family meetings and information sharing, identification and discussion of the symptoms and impacts of PMI, and joint goal-setting, that was the major driver underpinning improvements in family relationships and the wider mental health of all family members.

The evaluation of the Think Family-Whole Family Programme suggests that there are significant benefits to including a focus on family communication and family members’ mutual understandings of PMI in interventions. It also demonstrates that this content can be undertaken by non-specialist services with a relatively short training programme. Such an addition to existing interventions has the potential to lessen many of the ways that PMI most adversely affects family relationships and the wellbeing of all family members.
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